Doctors are used to being the cleverest in the class. Can this be our Achilles’ heel?

The doctor personality – does it exist?

The tendency to be loyal to the system, to be the cleverest boy and girl in the class and to do exactly what one is told is currently the greatest threat to doctors’ moral integrity. This was written by Professor Torgeir Bruun Wyller, spokesman for Health Service Action, in the movement’s e-mail list on 22 July 2013. Can he be right?

For several decades Norwegian doctors have been selected on the basis of one characteristic – the ability to gain good grades. Being admitted to medical school has required an almost comically high average grade from upper secondary education. This has proved to be useful to the public health service: doctors’ surgeries have been inhabited by competent and industrious individuals. Norwegian medical practice has been good medical practice. But there is another side to the coin: what is required to succeed in Norwegian schools? One major success factor is the ability to conform. We have followed orders throughout our lives – done all our homework, learned what we should and progressed through an educational system and a health service that to a large extent rewards such behaviour. This is also rewarded at medical school, where the learning of skills and cramming of factual knowledge produces the best results. I myself saw it in black and white when I recently underwent a personality test at work. I scored full house on one of the variables: I was told I was 100% «adaptable», can adjust to any workplace with ease and feel at home anywhere (1). Loyal to the system? For sure.

I believe that doctors’ cleverness – which in many ways is our hallmark – can also be our Achilles’ heel: we are best at everything we are told to be best at, whether it’s German grammatical cases, biochemical reaction routes or creative DRG coding.

The Swiss psychoanalyst Alice Miller (1923–2010) has described children who are often seen for what they do, whether it’s German grammatical cases, biochemical reaction routes or creative DRG coding. «What’s the deadline?» said a social science student, «I refuse. It’s completely meaningless.» The medical student said, «I can’t do it. It’s impossible to find any ordered system in these numbers.» The mathematics student said, «I’m not going to do that.»

«What is required to succeed in Norwegian schools?»
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The mathematics student said, «I can’t do it. It’s impossible to find any ordered system in these numbers.» The medical student said, «I refuse. It’s completely meaningless.»
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The traditional differences between doctors and other groups are gradually being smoothed out (4). Several factors contribute to this – for example the great increase in the number of doctors in recent years, and the fact that almost half the new doctors are educated abroad (5). But perhaps Bruun Wyller has a point. There may be more in the following tale than we like to think: Once upon a time there was a social science student, a mathematics student and a medical student who were told to learn the telephone directory by heart. The social science student said, «I refuse. It’s completely meaningless.» The mathematics student said, «I can’t do it. It’s impossible to find any ordered system in these numbers.» The medical student said, «What’s the deadline?»
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